Subject: Cap-less Fuel Cover
Models Years Affected: 2017 - 2019
Models Affected: Chevrolet Silverado (old body style)
GMC Sierra (old body style)
With Cap-less Fuel Fill and Gasoline Engines
Origination Date: September 4, 2019
Revision Date: N/A

ADVISORY:

Condition/Concern:
Some customer/vehicle operators may express a concern that dirt, dust and other contaminates have a potential of entering the fuel filler/tank due to contaminants making their way past the seals on the cap less unit. This issue may occur on vehicles that predominately drive on unsealed or dirt roads. This issue occurs because the fill pocket is unsealed near the hinge, and the fill pocket door is also unsealed.

Repair/Recommendation:
Adding a tethered cap that covers the cap-less unit preventing contaminates from settling on the outer sealing door of the cap less unit. Refer to Additional Information for an illustration (Figure 1) and the part number of the tethered cap.

Additional Information:

Figure 1
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